Introduction (1)
• Pollutant concentration data measured at monitoring stations needed for air quality assessment.
• How representative is a station?
• Spatial representativeness (SR) influenced by:
-topography or obstacles, -air flows, -distribution of pollution sources, -averaging time and pollutant type.
• Methods for estimating the SR area of a station try to find out:
-how the pollution is distributed around the station -which is the area where pollutant concentrations do not differ more than a certain percentage of measured one at the station site.
Introduction (2)
• Methods to estimate SR:
-Measurement campaigns with many passive samplers distributed around station.
• Advantage: Cheap, good pollution map.
• Disadvantage: Only long term concentration averages.
-Surrogate indicators related to emission sources distribution, but the effect of transport and dispersion of pollutants is not estimated. -Climatic-topographic criteria, recommended specially for rural background stations. -Air quality models.
• Advantage: Effects of the emission sources distribution and atmospheric pollutant processes taken into account  quite realistic pollution map. • Procedure:
1. Several concentration bins were set up for every pollutant and air quality standard (related to LV, TV, UAT, LAT). 2. When station concentration falls in a bin, limits of concentration interval to comparison with concentrations around station are computed by applying factor F (1.2) to concentration at station site. 3. SR area of a station will contain all the surrounding grid cells (10x10 Km) in circle of 200 km of radius with concentrations falling into interval. • The multiyear SR area can be estimated computing the intersection of the yearly SR areas. Bins of grid cell (10x10 km 2 ) numbers are 0-75, 75-300, 300-700 and 700-1300.
Setting concentrations intervals
• Large SR areas are more frequent for hourly and daily SO 2 , hourly O 3 and annual NO 2 .
• More small or medium SR areas for PM 10 and 8-hourly averages of O 3 .
• Generally, the SR areas ranging from 300 to 700 grid cells are less frequent.
Interannual variability (1) • Interannual variability of the SR areas has been analysed by computing a persistence index P defined by: 
